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Zoom Zoom Zoom 2016-04-07 monkey and bird can t sleep so they re off on a magical journey join them as they count their way across
the moon past five orange meteors four pink alien hands three green moon buggies two yellow ladders and one big red spaceship
button that will zoom zoom zoom them all the way home toddlers and young children will delight in the rhyme and the vibrant artwork
and enjoy counting the objects on every page
Adult Learning in the Digital Age: Perspectives on Online Technologies and Outcomes 2009-08-31 this book provides a
comprehensive framework of trends and issues related to adult learning provided by publisher
Shattered Sonnets Love Cards and Other Off and Back Handed Importunities 2003-09-10 a collection of poems draws on everything
from nursery rhymes to the classics to reveal the poetry hidden within ordinary speech
Make: Props and Costume Armor 2016-09-21 have you been trying to think of a way to conquer your local comic convention through
cosplay do you gaze with envious eyes upon the fan made suits of armored awesomeness strolling around every year on halloween do
you have a spot on your wall bookshelf or desk that desperately needs to be filled with a screen accurate replica of your favorite
science fiction or fantasy weapon if so look no further we ve got just the book for you in this book master prop maker shawn thorsson
uses his unique blend of humor and insight to turn years of painful experience into detailed explanations he ll show you many of the
tools methods and processes that you can use to create professional looking science fiction and fantasy props and armor the ultimate
collision of creative imagination and practical maker skills making props and costume armor involves sculpting molding casting 3d
printing cnc fabrication painting and countless other techniques and technologies in this book you ll learn basic fabrication methods
using inexpensive commonly available tools and materials simple low cost methods to make foam armor out of easy to find foam mats
how to use the popular pepakura software to build 3d models with paper multiple molding and casting techniques how to build a
vacuforming machine to make armor from plastic sheet stock painting and weathering techniques that will bring your props to life just
enough safety advice to keep you from losing body parts along the way whether you re just a beginner or a seasoned builder with
countless projects behind you this book is sure to be an invaluable addition to your workshop library
PC Mag 2003-09-02 pcmag com is a leading authority on technology delivering labs based independent reviews of the latest products
and services our expert industry analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying decisions and get more from technology
The Resignation of Eve 2012-01-20 in talking with women around the country jim henderson has come to believe that there is an
epidemic of quiet even sad resignation among dedicated christian women who are feeling overworked and undervalued in the church
as a result many women are discouraged some particularly young women respond by leaving the organized church or walking away
from the faith altogether containing personal interviews with women and new research from george barna the resignation of eve is a
field report on what women have to say about how they ve been affected by their experiences within the church it is crucially
important because across the board the research shows that women are driving changes in the church so what will happen if they
resign inviting women to speak for themselves the resignation of eve is a must read life changing book for women who have been
engaged in the christian church as well as their pastors and ministry leaders
Oliver and the Seawigs 2014-07-22 get ready for moving islands mischievous monkeys and a splashy adventure with illustrations on
almost every page when oliver s explorer parents go missing he sets sail to find them with some new friends there s a grumpy
albatross a nearsighted mermaid even a living island but the high seas are more exciting and strange than oliver could have imagined
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can he and his crew spar with sarcastic seaweed outrun an army of sea monkeys win a fabulous maritime fashion contest and defeat a
wicked sea captain in time to save mom and dad for early chapter book readers who are ready for something longer the not so
impossible tales are packed with silly humor action and larger than life fun a sly and dashing tale readers ribs aren t the only ones
that get a vigorous tickle kirkus reviews a delightfully told beautiful tale of nautical hairdressing saltwater primates and sarcastic
seaweed this is my kind of book chris riddell award winning co creator of the edge chronicles from the hardcover edition
PC Magazine 2003 suit up for this high octane graphic novel debut by the caldecott medalist and 1 new york times bestselling author
of the adventures of beekle captain amazing the hometown hero of metro city is so busy catching criminals that he rarely has time for
his pets he hasn t even noticed they ve been developing superpowers of their own so when captain amazing announces he needs a
sidekick his eager pets a dog a hamster and a chameleon all decide to audition for the part and a chance for one on one time with the
captain but while each pet is focused on winning the coveted sidekick spot an even bigger battle in metro city is about to unleash dr
havoc captain amazing s long time nemesis is hatching up a new scheme and the captain s found himself in serious trouble can the
warring pets put their squabbles aside to save the day will the return of a forgotten friend help them in their time of need or will this
be the end for captain amazing get ready for sibling rivalry royale as pets with superpowers duke it out for the one thing they all want
most a super family the lovable menagerie of crime fighting pets offers lots of laughs and a boisterous and exuberant storyline kirkus
reviews lively insightful and just plain fun this convergence of capes and creatures will find a wide audience in animal lovers and
superhero fans alike the bulletin of the center for children s books
Sidekicks 2015-12-29 corsets and crinolines is a study of the changing shapes of women s dress and how these were produced how
simple laced bodices became corsets of cane whale bone and steel while padding at shoulders and hips gave way to the structures of
farthingales hoops and bustles added are contemporary tailors and dressmakers accounts illustrations index a glossary of terms and
materials appendices on the repair and manufacture of corsets and crinolines
Corsets and Crinolines 2015-06-03 this study of alternative and activist media provides an introduction to alternative media theories
audiences and practices it brings diverse voices and concepts from outside the commercial media world to the fore enriching and
challenging mass media illustrated with historical and current examples from both a uk and international perspective it also includes
carefully constructed exercises and discussion topics based on case studies and available texts topics include the place of alternative
media in a mass media world a history of alternative and activist media media participation and consumption by marginalised
audiences the use of pirate and community radio video and television by community and minority groups fanzines and other small
publishing ventures by individuals the use of alternative media for explorations in design the blurring of boundaries between
alternative and mass media and new technology and its possibilities for alternative media
Alternative and Activist Media 2005-10-11 unlike many other art books only give recipes for mixing colors or describe step by step
painting techniques color and light answers the questions that realist painters continually ask such as what happens with sky colors at
sunset how do colors change with distance and what makes a form look three dimensional author james gurney draws on his
experience as a plain air painter and science illustrator to share a wealth of information about the realist painter s most fundamental
tools color and light he bridges the gap between abstract theory and practical knowledge for traditional and digital artists of all levels
of experience
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Color and Light 2010-11-30 although ashley johnston is comfortable with a needle and thread and really enjoys making handmade
items for her children and home she could certainly understand that sewing machines can strike fear and dread into the hearts of
many crafters the complicated machinery with the fussy parts as well as confusing pattern directions send many people running from
any craft that requires sewing no sew love is filled with ideas for the non sewing crafter or for the more casual sewist who would
rather not haul out the sewing machine for a quick project materials all easily found at craft and fabric stores hem tape fusible
webbing a variety of glues and of course fabric are all you need to whip up the 50 no sew wonders in the book there are throw pillows
grommet curtain panels cute kids clothing holiday decorations and even accessories for you projects are photographed at each step
for crystal clear directions and sure to please results
No-Sew Love 2014-08-05 an all new david weber honorverse short novel i will build a house of steel chronicling the early days of the
manticoran star kingdom and the reign of king roger have you ever finished the latest honor harrington novel from david weber and
wished you could linger in weber s honorverse just a bit longer now you can with this treasure trove of tech specs and insights on
david weber s mega best selling honor harrington series orbital characteristic of key planets regimental order of the royal navy
backstory on the history and drama of the star kingdom s birth and early days¾you ll find it all here thoughtfully arranged by the
bureau 9 weber research group and overseen by david weber himself at the publisher s request this title is sold without drm digital
rights management
House of Steel 2013-05-15 both tales pits the wits of dr genius and his resourceful team against the world s most evil and cunning
criminal superbrains solve scientific puzzles and problems
Flask of Doom 1996 unicorn wants to write the most fabulous story in the world he hasa fancy notebook a special fluffy pen he has
everything justperfect but unicorn has no idea what to write when his friends try to join in will unicorn turn into a grumpycorn a must
have unicorn picture book treat from the bestselling award winningsarah mcintyre
Grumpycorn 2019-09-05 aimed at the estimated 300 000 mac os x developers who are interested in customizing and creating widgets
for their dashboards this timely book shows them how to tap into the power of mac os x tiger to create and customize dashboard
widgets the expert author uses program examples and exercises to illustrate the different ways to customize the dashboard through
widget development using simple authoring tools internet plug ins and text editors begins with a discussion of the dashboard concept
and configuration and progresses to coverage of advanced functionality covers tools protecting code configuration properties bundles
resources extensions and much more
Beginning Mac OS X Tiger Dashboard Widget Development 2006-06-27 the bestselling guide to building a knockout site newly
updated an effective site is the key to success for every venture from class reunions to major corporations and since technology
changes rapidly building a site for dummies 4th edition is fully updated for the cutting edge tools and trends if you need to build and
maintain a site even if your experience is severely limited this book makes it easy and fun you ll learn to plan design create launch and
maintain your site using the most up to date tools a quality presence is essential in today s marketplace and many individuals charged
with creating one are unaware of the challenges this guide gives novice designers the tools and know how to plan design and build
effective sites provides a nuts and bolts guide to site building including coverage of html wysiwyg construction software css and
navigation plans shows how to spruce up your site with topnotch graphics video and great content guides you through getting your
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site online promoting it and even making money from it building a site for dummies 4th edition is the tool every first time designer
needs to build a professional looking site
Building a Web Site For Dummies 2010-06-21 with polymer clay and imagination maureen carlson has brought a whole world of
cheery little characters to life you can do it too this book makes it fun and easy no sculpting experience or fancy equipment required
you ll find lots of full color pictures and detailed step by step projects to lead you all the way starting with simple neighborhood kids
and progressing to more complex characters like grandma and saint nick you ll learn how to make every detail just right from hair to
facial expressions to feet when you get the hang of it you can create lively little folks of your own imaginings even personalize our clay
characters for extra special gifts no two will ever be exactly alike but each one is guaranteed to make you smile
How to Make Clay Characters 1997-03-15 a brave and breathtaking musical the new york times
Next to Normal 2010-07-20 what would you do if you found a shark in the bath or three of them papa shark mama shark and baby
shark the sharks are keen on a hearty breakfast but dulcie knows just how to outwit such cheeky sea creatures and sends them
packing before dad even gets a glimpse a smashing picture book treat from the illustrator of you can t eat a princess
There's a Shark in the Bath 2018-01-04 discover the joy of art journaling an artist s journal is a powerful creative tool offering you a
safe place to experiment explore consider and improve artist s journal workshop provides all the guidance structure and inspiration
you need to create a meaningful art journaling practice starting with the question what do you want from your journal you ll build a
sound journaling concept that will serve your unique creative needs and give you the freedom to practice play and develop as an artist
featuring rich visual examples on every page you ll receive continual guidance and inspiration from 27 international artists who share
pages and advice from their own art journals more than 25 hands on exercises to help you personalize your journal while developing
new ideas and techniques journal pages featuring travel sketching nature studies and celebrations of daily life prompts for visually
commemorating life events and milestones support for working through creative doubts and blocks a range of artistic styles and
perspectives to study and admire instruction for trying your hand at new methods and materials this is the perfect opportunity for you
to begin realizing your artistic potential one page at a time begin the journey today
Artist's Journal Workshop 2011-06-27 tap into the wisdom of experts to learn what every programmer should know no matter what
language you use with the 97 short and extremely useful tips for programmers in this book you ll expand your skills by adopting new
approaches to old problems learning appropriate best practices and honing your craft through sound advice with contributions from
some of the most experienced and respected practitioners in the industry including michael feathers pete goodliffe diomidis spinellis
cay horstmann verity stob and many more this book contains practical knowledge and principles that you can apply to all kinds of
projects a few of the 97 things you should know code in the language of the domain by dan north write tests for people by gerard
meszaros convenience is not an ility by gregor hohpe know your ide by heinz kabutz a message to the future by linda rising the boy
scout rule by robert c martin uncle bob beware the share by udi dahan
97 Things Every Programmer Should Know 2010-02-05 this foray into the often violent subcultures of japan dramatically debunks
the western perception of a seemingly controlled and orderly society
Speed Tribes 2010-08-03 entropy the gradual decline into disorder into oblivion by this very law of nature we lose everything our
friends our family everything we love ultimately even our own lives it is inevitable and unstoppable cerberus and his clansmen of the
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wolf fight in a futile struggle against the world s decline into oblivion but is all hope truly lost this trade collects issues 0 1 2 plus chibi
short stories and pin up gallery
Shadows of Oblivion 2013-02-28 joy the baker cookbook includes everything from man bait apple crisp to single lady pancakes to
peanut butter birthday cake joy s philosophy is that everyone loves dessert most people are just looking for an excuse to eat cake for
breakfast
Joy the Baker Cookbook 2012-02-28 this is a prop replica of dr henry jones personal dairy filled with notes and sketches from his many
years of searching for the holy grail there are 180 screen accurate pages for fans of indiana jones to enjoy please note no additional
inserts included with this version and the cover is printed softcover paper no leather
Grail Diary 2016-07-28 through delightful drawings photographs and musings twenty three year old lucy knisley documents a six week
trip she and her mother took to paris when each was facing a milestone birthday with a quirky flat in the fifth arrondissement as their
home base they set out to explore all the city has to offer watching fireworks over the eiffel tower on new year s eve visiting oscar
wilde s grave loafing at cafés and of course drinking delicious french milk what results is not only a sweet and savory journey through
the city of light but a moving personal look at a mother daughter relationship
Strategic Cyber Security 2011 vegan powerhouses isa chandra moskowitz and terry romero update their beloved cookbook with 25
new dishes revisions throughout for more than 250 recipes stunning color photos and tips for making your kitchen a vegan paradise
who knew vegetables could taste so good vegan powerhouses isa chandra moskowitz and terry romero bring a brand new edition of
this beloved vegan cookbook to celebrate its 10th anniversary you ll find 25 new dishes and updates throughout for more than 250
recipes everything from basics to desserts stunning color photos and tips for making your kitchen a vegan paradise all the recipes in
veganomicon have been thoroughly kitchen tested to ensure user friendliness and amazing results veganomicon also includes meals
for all occasions and soy free gluten free and low fat options plus quick recipes that make dinner a snap
French Milk 2009-04-14 l frank baum wrote the non oz fantasy king rinkitink in 1905 but it wasn t until 1916 that it saw print as
rinkitink in oz with significant changes to the ending although the original was lost a century later the international wizard of oz club
brought king rinkitink back to life with a new ending written in baum s style and sensibility when sea raiders invade the peaceful
island of pingaree and carry off its inhabitants to slavery only young prince inga jolly king rinkitink and his grumpy goat bilbil are left
behind aided by three magic pearls these unlikely heroes set out to rescue inga s people from captivity a quest that takes on
adventures across the ocean and into the dangerous underground world of the nome king deluxe hardcover edition features a
restoration of neill s original b w illustrations and color plates and five new chapters with two new color plates and b w illustrations by
javi laparra
Veganomicon, 10th Anniversary Edition 2017-09-26 the animals are panicking if the elephant sneezes he will blow the monkeys out of
the trees the feathers off the birds and the stripes off the zebras a move intervenes to stop such catastrophe but the animals learn to
their cost that an elephant s laugh can be as dangerous as his sneeze
The Spirit lamp 2022-11-03 originally published in single magazine form as skullkickers 6 11
The Scorpion God 2018-04-25 2018 version of the osint tools and resources handbook this version is almost three times the size of the
last public release in 2016 it reflects the changing intelligence needs of our clients in both the public and private sector as well as the
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many areas we have been active in over the past two years
King Rinkitink 2008 draw natural and believable clothed figures in drawing people award winning illustrator and instructor barbara
bradley provides all the information you need to render clothed human figures with energy detail and control bradley begins by
teaching the basics of any drawing including proportion perspective and value next you ll learn how to overcome the special
challenges posed by clothing including fabric folds and draping effects bradley illustrates how they re constructed and how to draw
them in different situations on male and female figures that are active or at rest these reliable proven drawing techniques will add a
natural feel to your art resulting in figures that look as if they could walk run or dance right off the page
Time's Champion 1993 literary nonfiction memoir wendy c ortiz was an only child and a bookish insecure girl living with alcoholic
parents in the san fernando valley of los angeles in the late 1980s and early 1990s her relationship with a charming and deeply flawed
private school teacher fifteen years her senior appeared to give her the kind of power teenagers wish for regardless of consequences
her teacher now a registered sex offender continually encouraged her passion for writing while making her promise she was not
leaving any written record about their dangerous sexual relationship this conflicted relationship with her teacher may have been just
five years long but would imprint itself on her and her later relationships queer and straight for the rest of her life in excavation a
memoir the black and white of the standard victim perpetrator stereotype gives way to unsettling grays the present day narrator
reflects on the girl she once was as well as the teacher and parent she has become it s a beautifully written and powerful story of a
woman reclaiming her whole heart
"Stand Back," Said the Elephant, "I'm Going to Sneeze!" 2012 amamani is short for amigurumi amish animals they are based on the
traditional amish puzzle ball and as such come apart into three segments or rings which have to be assembled to form your animal
gauge isn t important in these projects however it is important that you work as tightly as you comfortably can helpful tips and step by
step photos are included in this pattern book each of the six designs is stitched in segments using deborah norville everyday premier
yarn is stuffed with polyfiberfill and includes a pair of safety eyes animals included are dinosaur elephant giraffe turtle and two
versions of lion
Skull-Kickers 2019-08-17
Open Source Intelligence Tools and Resources Handbook 2003-10-27
Drawing People 2014
Excavation 2014-10-01
Amamani Puzzle Balls
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